An algebra is presented for a simple probabilistic data model that may be regarded as an extension of the standard relational model. The probabilistic algebra is developed in such a way that (restricted to α -acyclic database schemes) the relational algebra is a homomorphic image of it. Strictly probabilistic results are emphasized. Variations on the basic probabilistic data model are discussed. The algebra is used to explicate a commonly used statistical smoothing procedure and is shown to be potentially very useful for decision support with uncertain information.
I. Introduction
Beginning in the mid−1960s, researchers in systems theory,i nfluenced by Ashby [2] , Lewis [22] and others, beganw ork on techniques for reconstructability analysis of finite-variable relational and probabilistic systems [20] . These methods are primarily aimed at identifying collections of subsystems into which a system may be (nearly-) losslessly decomposed.
Noting the parallels between reconstructability analysis and database theory,C avallo and Pittarelli [9] introduced a probabilistic model of data generalizing the relational model (by replacing the characteristic function of a relation with a finite probability distribution function). Since then, models have been proposed allowing probability intervals [34] , embedding of multiple distributions within a single "probabilistic relation" and incompletely specified distributions [3] .
In what follows, the relative expressive power of these models is discussed. An outline is sketched of a probabilistic algebra analogous to the relational algebra. The utility of this algebra for the construction of probabilistic decision support systems is illustrated. The algebra is used to explicate a commonly applied probability estimation technique. Connections to Bayes and Markov network research are also noted.
II. Probabilistic Data Models
In the standard relational model, a relational database instance is informally viewed as a collection of tables. Each column of a table is associated with an attribute that can takeo na ny ofafi nite number of values. Each rowi sas equence of these values. Example II.1:The tables belowrepresent a simple relational database in the customary format. (See Maier [26] More formally,ar elational database instance is a (finite) collection of relations on finite domains; i.e., a set of subsets of Cartesian products of finite sets. Let dom(A) denote the domain of attribute A. Then the relation instance 'quality', for example, is a subset of the product set dom(Plant)×dom(Acceptable). As observed by Nambiar [30] , it is often advantageous to work with the characteristic function associated with a relation. In this paper,ar elation is identified with its characteristic function. Let V be the set of attributes (relational scheme)f or relation instance r.L et dom(V) = × A∈V dom(A).
Then r:dom(V) → {0, 1}, where, for anyt uple t∈dom(V), r(t)=1 if and only if t is a member of relation instance r.So, production(Lubbock, Chain, Medium) =1, production(Lubbock, Chain, High) =0,etc. (In a tabular representation of the characteristic function, those tuples t of dom(V) for which r(t)=0 are omitted.
Ar elational database is thus a collection R ={r 1 ,...,r m }, where r i :dom(V i ) → {0, 1}. The set {V 1 ,...,V m }i st he database scheme or structure [26] for R. A probabilistic database is a collection P ={p 1 ,...,p m }, where p i :dom(V i ) → [0, 1] and Σt∈dom(V i ) p i (t) = 1.
Example II.2:T he database {p 1 ,p 2 }b elowr epresents a (fictional) pooled sample of 100 parts from twodifferent manufacturing plants. An entry p i (t)=x may be interpreted as stating that the relative frequencyw ith which a part from the sample possesses the tuple of attributes t is x. The set {p 1 ,p 2 }ofExample II.2 is a probabilistic database of the type discussed by Cavallo and Pittarelli [9] . Extensions to this model have been proposed. Pittarelli [34] considers interval-valued probabilistic databases, in which distribution functions map tuples to closed subintervals of the real interval [ The set of intervals {i(t)|t∈dom(V)} is regarded as a collection of linear inequality constraints on real-valued distributions overdom(V). For distribution i of Example II.3, the associated set of real-valued distributions is the set of solutions p to the system
Va lues i(t) may be confidence intervals constructed from frequencies (e.g. the data of Example II.2) or imprecisely stated subjective probabilities determined by introspection or elicited from experts. Theym ay also be derivedf rom knowledge of lowerdimensional (real-or interval-valued) distributions, as discussed in Section III.
Barbara′,G arcia-Molina and Porter [3] propose a model in which multiple probability distributions may be contained within a single probabilistic relation.T hese relations have deterministic keys. In addition, it is possible to incompletely specify the distributions. Two examples follow. Example II. 4 The entry 0.3 [*] above isreferred to as a missing probability.I tisconsidered to be distributed in some unknown fashion among the values of dom(Interest), including 'theory'. Anyprobabilistic relation without missing probabilities may be represented (somewhat awkwardly) by a real-valued Cavallo-Pittarelli database: For each independent attribute or cluster of attributes (overe ach of which a probability distribution is specified) construct a probability distribution overthe key attributes and the cluster by dividing the givenp robabilities by the number of distinct key values in the active domain of the probabilistic relation. To recovert he original probabilistic relation, multiply each probability by the number of active key values (i.e., key values of the tuples assigned positive probability) and collect the resulting distributions into a single Probabilistic relations with missing probabilities (probabilities assigned to tuples containing wildcard values, denoted by asterisks) can be represented by an intervalvalued probabilistic database [34] . The probability assigned to a tuple without wildcard components is interpreted as the lower endpoint of the probability interval associated with the tuple. The sum of this value and the probabilities assigned to matching wildcard tuples is the upper endpoint. (Probabilities x of distributions without missing probabilities are represented as intervals [ As tandard relational database instance may also be transformed via an injective mapping to a Cavallo-Pittarelli probabilistic database: For non-empty relations r, t rp (r)(t) = r(t)/ Σt r(t).
Forad atabase R ={r 1 ,...,r m }, {t rp (r 1 ), . . . ,t rp (r m )} is abbreviated t rp (R). Let P V and R V denote the set of all distributions and the set of all non-empty relations, respectively, overdom(V). Since P V is infinite and R V is finite, t rp does not have a two-sided inverse. Further,i th as infinitely manyl eft inverses, functions f from distributions to relations with the property f(t rp (r)) = r. Ar easonable choice is the (onto, total) function t pr under which a tuple is included in the resulting relation if and only if it is assigned non-zero probability.I nSection III, t pr is shown to be a homomorphism from probabilistic to relational systems defined in terms of standard relational operators and their probabilistic analogues. In [9] it is shown that the transformation t rp preserves standard relational data dependencies (functional, join, etc., in probabilistic form (characterized in terms of conditional and relative entropy); the notion of approximate satisfaction of relational and probabilistic dependencies is also discussed there.
Unless stated otherwise, all subsequent uses of the term "probabilistic database" refer to the real-valued Cavallo-Pittarelli model [9] .
III. Probabilistic Data Algebra
Afairly small set of probabilistic operators is discussed. Three − projection, selection,a nd (maximum entropy) join − are shown to be formally analogous to the correspondingly named relational operators. (Linear) pooling,aw idely used method of reconciling differing expert probability assessments, is shown to be analogous to relational union. Extension has a relational counterpart, but the probabilistic version seems to be more useful (e.g. for decision making, as discussed in Section IV.A). Most of the results derivedi nt his section are strictly probabilistic and are shown in Section IV to have practical applications.
A. Models and Projection
Fort uples w∈dom(W) and b∈dom(B), B⊆W, w[B]=b iffwa nd b agree on all attributes in scheme B. The projection of p with scheme V onto A⊆Visthe distribution π A (p), where
Marginal probabilities p(S), S⊆dom(V), are computed as
With tuples t∈dom(V) viewed as disjoint events, these definitions followfrom the additivity of probability. Relational projection may be defined in terms of the characteristic function as
It follows trivially from these definitions that
The corresponding result for relations [26] may be derivedfrom the above:
Proof:From t pr onto, Eqs III.1 and III.2, Lemma 2, and the observation
A model of a scheme V is a structure X={V 1 ,...,V m }s uch that
..,m}. (X will sometimes be referred to as a model of a distribution with scheme V.) If Xi sa lso a covero fV ,t hen X is a reduced hypergraph overV [26] . Normally,a ttention is restricted to reduced hypergraph models of a givens cheme V. Adistribution with scheme V may be projected onto a model X={V 1 ,...,V m }ofV to form a probabilistic database Auseful partial ordering on models is the refinement relation [8] . A structure X is a refinement of structure Y (and Y is an aggregate or coarsening of X), denoted X≤Y, i ff for each V x ∈Xthere exists a V y ∈Ysuch that V x ⊆V y .F or example, {{A},{B,C}} is a refinement of {{A,B},{B,C},{D}}. The set of all models overVt ogether with the refinement ordering is a lattice. Anypair of models has a greatest lower bound equal to their least refined common refinement and a least upper bound equal to the most refined structure of which theyare both refinements. The universal upper bound of the lattice of models overVi s{ V}; the lower bound is {∅}. For the (sub)lattice of reduced hypergraphs, the universal lower bound is {{v}|v∈V}.
Adatabase P with structure Y may be projected onto a refinement X of Y to form a database π X (P) each element of which is a projection of some element of P. 
B. Extension Forad istribution p with scheme A, its extension to the scheme V,A ⊆ V, i st he set of all preimages of p under the mapping
The extension of a database P is the intersection of the extensions of its elements:
Thus, E V (π X (p)) is the set of all preimages of the database π X (p) under the mapping π X ;
anymodel X of V partitions P V into classes E V (π X (p)) equivalent with respect to projections onto X. If the structure of P is a coverofV ,then E V (P) may be abbreviated E(P).
is a convex polyhedron (set of solutions to the system of linear equations determined by the projection conditions). As discussed in Section IV.A, this makes feasible decision support without assumption or computation of a universal instance [26] . Example III.3:T he database belowr epresents partial information regarding the contents of a box of wooden blocks. Its extension to {Color,Shape} is the set of solutions p to the system
(The equations imply that Σt p(t) = 1.) From just the information given, it cannot be determined which of the infinitely manymembers of E(P) is the actual joint distribution over{Color,Shape} for this box of blocks. The extension of a relational database instance may be defined analogously,substituting the maximum operator for addition. Forar elational database R, (E(R), ⊆)i sa partially ordered set with the natural join of R as maximum element.
Since E(P) is convex,the set of values {p(t)|p∈E(P)} for a giventuple t is an interval. The collection of intervals for each t∈dom(V) is an interval-valued distribution. For the database of Example III.3, the corresponding interval distribution is givenasExample II.3. Information is lost when the equations defining E(P) are replaced by the associated intervals. For example, the distribution Each element of E(P) is a potential universal instance for P,ad istribution p for which π X (p) = P.D atabases whose extensions are nonempty are referred to as consistent.A sisthe case with relational databases, it is not necessary for an otherwise useful probabilistic database to be consistent. Real-valued probabilistic databases that are not constructed by projection of a givend istribution onto a model are in fact likely to be inconsistent. (Methods for reconciling inconsistent sets of distributions have been studied [28] .)
Ford atabases with α -acyclic structures [12] , a sufficient condition for consistency is that each pair of distributions agree on projections onto shared attributes [39] . So, the database of Example II.2 is consistent:
Extension is complementary to projection in the weak sense that p∈E
where V is the scheme for p. Several useful results followeasily from the definitions of projection and extension: Lemma 4.IfVisthe scheme for p and V⊆W⊆S, then
Lemma 8.I ft he structure for P is a covero fV ,t hen V⊆Si mplies π V (E S (P)) ⊆ E(P).
Proof [9] : E V (π X (p)) is the set of all solutions to the linear system determined by the projection of p onto the structure X. If X≤Y, t hen each equation determined by the projection of p onto X is a linear combination of equations in the system determined by the projection of p onto Y;t hus, all solutions to the latter system are also solutions to the first. If E(π X (p)) = {p}, then p is said to be identifiable from (its projections onto) X. (A distribution is neveri dentifiable from a model that is not a covero fi ts scheme.) The smaller the set E(π X (p)) the more information regarding p is contained in the projections π X (p). From Theorem 9, if X≤Y, m ore information is recoverable from Y than from X for anydistribution p for which X and Y are models. (Unfortunately,arandomly selected pair of structures is unlikely to be comparable under ≤;s oi tu sually cannot be determined ap riori which of twom odels of a distribution will be more informative in this sense.) From Lemmas 1 and 7, anypwith scheme V is identifiable from the structure {V}. By Lemma 6, no information is contained in E(π {∅} (p)) that would distinguish pfrom anyother element of P V .
Ashby and Madden [25] investigate conditions under which relations are identifiable from projections and conclude that theyare met extremely rarely. Afortiori,this is the case also for probability distributions. Methods for picking a single universal instance from the (almost certainly infinite) set E(P) are discussed next.
C. Join and Decomposition
It may be argued that the sole reason for estimating a probability distribution is to base a decision on it. Givent hat methods exist (Section IV.A) for basing decisions on sets of distributions, whys elect a single universal instance from E(P)? There are many situations where it is reasonable to do so.
Ac onsistent database may be more compactly represented as a universal instance if its structure is relatively unrefined. Fora ny database P with structure X, P = π X (p), for anyp∈ E(P). So Pi sr ecoverable from anyo fi ts universal instances without loss of information. Suppose Xc onsists of all (n−1)-element subsets of a set of n binary attributes. Then n/2 times as manynumbers are required to represent P as are needed for anyp∈ E(P). (Of course, this works the other way,t oo. If the structure X is relatively refined, then storage or transmission of π X (p) is cheaper than that of p. This motivated the earliest published research in what could be considered probabilistic database theory [5, 22] . However, asd iscussed below, there usually does not exist a non-trivial model from projections onto which a distribution may be recovered.)
It may be known that certain relations of (conditional) probabilistic independence hold among the attributes of the database. If these relations and the marginal probabilities p i (t) are taken as exact, then a unique p∈E(P) may be inferred.
Let P ={p 1 ,p 2 }, with structure {V 1 ,V 2 }. The (pairwise) join of P is the probability distribution J(P) ∈E(P) whose components are calculated as J(P)(t) = p 1 (a)×p 2 
where
(Normally,t he structure of P is a covero fV .I nt his case, or when the context makes clear what set of variables is intended, the superscript is dropped.) Recall that for any p′∈E(π X (p)), π X (p′)=π X (p). Thus:
Since the maximum entropyelement of an extension E(P) is unique [19] , it follows that: Theorem 12.J ( π X (p)) is the unique fixed point of the project-join mapping
, then p is said to be reconstructable from X. (From Theorem 12, only one of the infinitely manydistributions in a non-unit equivalence class of distributions E(π X (p)) is reconstructable from X.) If p is identifiable from X, then it is reconstructable from X, but not conversely.( None of the elements of a non-unit E(π X (p)) is identifiable from X.)
Forany set K with a unique maximum entropyelement, for example, π A (E(P)), let J(K) denote that element. When K is E(P) for a givenP ,c omputation of J(K) is more efficient than in the general case.
Let P = {p 1 ,...,p m }. The result of a sequence of applications J( ... (J(J(p σ (1) ,p σ(2) ), p σ (3) ) ... ), p σ (m) ) of the pairwise join procedure, where σ is a permutation of {1, ...,m}, is a product extension of P iffitisanelement of E(P). Theorem 13 [22] . If p is a product extension of P,then p = J(P). Theorem 14 [39] . If the structure of P is α -acyclic, then a product extension of P may be computed with σ corresponding to the reverse of anyorder in which elements of the structure of P are eliminated by Graham'salgorithm [12] .
(For α -cyclic structures, an iterative proportional fitting algorithm converges to J(P) [5, 20, 38] .) Thus, if X is α -acyclic, t pr (J(π X (p))) = J(π X (t pr (p))), (Eq. III.3) i.e., t pr is a homomorphism from (P V ,Joπ X )to(R V ,Joπ X ), and r=J(π X (r)) ifft rp (r) = J(π X (t rp (r))), (Eq. III.4) i.e., r satisfies the join dependency |><|[X] ifft rp (r) is reconstructable from X [9] .
For α -cyclic X, there exist relations r for which r ≠ J(π X (r)) but r=t pr (J(π X (t rp (r)))). On the other hand [9] , for no structure X (cyclic or otherwise) is it the case that r=J(π X (r)) and r ≠ t pr (J(π X (t rp (r)))). So, embedding the relational algebra in the probabilistic via the mapping t pr has the advantage of allowing non-trivial lossless decomposition of more relations.
In reconstructability analysis, twoc omplementary problems are studied. The identification problem is to determine from a consistent database π X (p) as much as possible regarding p. Usually,the system of projection equations (with unknowns p(t)) is underdetermined. So all that can be inferred deductively is that p∈E(π X (p)). This may be sufficient for decision making (Section IV.A) or if determination of bounds on particular p(t) is all that is required.
The identification problem is a type of inverse problem in which data are generated via some non-injective mapping from a set of sources. The problem is to identify,using some reasonable criterion, a best representative element from the usually infinite set of preimages for the givend ata (in this case, a consistent probabilistic database instance). In all published applications of reconstructability analysis [20] , the solution has been to maximize entropy within E(P); i.e., to select J(P). The primary reason giveni st hat this is the information-theoretically least bold inference that can be made from the data. Appeal is also made to Jaynes' concentration theorem,w hich has been interpreted as stating that the (relative frequency) distribution J(P) is the most likely to arise from observations satisfying the marginal constraints P and that this likelihood decreases with increasing distance from J(P) [18] .
The maximum entropya pproach is criticized in [15, 24, 37] . Interestingly,s election of the centroid of a set of distributions is advocated in [24] . The centroid, C(P), minimizes the expected squared-error when it is selected as a solution to the identification problem. But C(P) is more difficult to calculate than J(P) [32] . When X ={V} or X={∅}, J(P) =C(P). In experiments involving approximately 8,000 randomly generated databases with non-trivial structures, the ratio of the squared-error distance between J(P) and C(P) to the squared-error diameter of E(P) was found to be approximately 0.09 [33] . So the join of P,w hen selection of a single representative element of E(P) is called for,is, all things considered, not an unreasonable choice.
If relations of conditional independence are known to hold for some subset of attributes W,t he preimage set may be reduced by calculating joint probabilities p(w) and adding the linear equation
to the system for each w∈dom(W). (This corresponds to the embedded join dependencyc oncept of relational database theory [13] .) If the independence relations correspond exactly to the (α -acyclic) structure of P,t hen a unique solution, J(P), is determined.
This leads to consideration of the connections between probabilistic database theory and Bayes/Markov network research [31] . Ap robabilistic database may be used in conjunction with such networks. The conditional probabilities necessary for propagation may be calculated from the marginal tables. At the same time, the structure of a database needn'tr eflect the dependencys tructure (if any) of its attributes. This is the case when, for whateverreason (e.g., constraints on data collection overlarge groups of attributes simultaneously) data are obtainable only in the form of certain marginal distributions. As discussed in Section IV.A, for decision making it is not necessary to work with a single, numerically determinate probability distribution, as in the standard Bayes/Markov network methodology.Determination of a set (not necessarily the smallest determinable set) of distributions compatible with the data P sometimes suffices. Thus, it is possible to avoid the potential for error incurred by calculating a single distribution, e.g., J(P), when it is not certain that the dependencies implying a single solution actually hold.
The concept of approximate reconstructability is more useful than the corresponding relational concept of approximate join dependency. A probability distribution which it is desired to decompose into marginals is far more likely to be an approximation in the first place than is a relation. Further,ifadecision is to be based on the information in a probabilistic database, it is only the ordering of actions by expected utility that matters, which is likely to be insensitive tosmall variations in the probabilities.
In reconstructability analysis, the degree to which p is reconstructable from X is quantified as d(p, J(π X (p))), where d is directed divergence (relative entropy, crossentropy) [1] :
The reconstruction problem is to search for structures that minimize this quantity and are maximally refined. However, since [17] d
. Thus, these twoc riteria are in conflict.
(Search procedures are discussed in [7, 8, 20] .)
Although these procedures are used mostly for data analysis, significant storage savings may also be achieved. For n k-ary attributes, storage of p requires k n numbers, vs. kn for {π {v 1 } (p), . . . , π {v n } (p)}. Such dramatic compression might compensate for the resulting information loss.
D. Select and Threshold
Select is a unary operation on P V :for S ⊆ dom(V),
if t ∈ /S otherwise. The mapping t pr is a homomorphism with respect to select also:
The threshold operator is unary,a nd renormalizes a probability distribution after eliminating components failing to exceed a specified value:
(T x (p) is undefined when Σp(t)>x p(t) = 0.)
The composite mapping t pr oT α :P V →R V is analogous to the (strong) α -cut operator for fuzzy relations [11] .
E.Pooling
Probability distributions are sometimes assessed subjectively; and multiple subjective assessments of a single distribution are sometimes solicited from independent experts. One may wish to combine the estimates into a single distribution. This distribution may in turn be decomposed to form a probabilistic database.
These estimates are usually solicited for the purpose of decision making. Although one could, using the techniques of Section IV.A, work with the entire convex hull of the individual estimates, the standard practice is to select a single distribution from this set, as in the identification problem of reconstructability analysis (Section III.C). A common method (linear pooling [29] 
F. U pdates
Arbitrary changes to a relation instance may be effected by a sequence of deletions and insertions [26] . These in turn may be characterized algebraically as applications of set difference and union, respectively.
Similarly,i nsertion and deletion applied to a relative frequencyd istribution (e.g., distribution p of Example III.1) may be characterized in terms of linear pooling. If c is the number of observations recorded in distribution p, the result of incrementing the relative frequencyoftuple t is the distribution Lp c/c+1, 1/c+1 (p, q), where q(t) =1.A llowing pooling with negative parameters, the result of retracting observation t is Lp c/c−1, −1/c−1 (p, q). Besides noting that updating elements of an existing database whose structure is not a partition is likely to generate inconsistencies, the topic of probability updating in a more general sense is beyond the scope of this paper.See the discussion and references in [10, 31] .
IV.Applications

A. Decision Support
Techniques for decision making from the information in a probabilistic database may be devised by means of the probabilistic algebra. Forad atabase P with structure X, attention is restricted to decision problems with an event space S constructible from elements of dom(V), V = ∪ V i ∈X V i ,as et of mutually exclusive and exhaustive possible actions A, and a utility function u: S×A → R.
When S is a partition of dom(V o )for some V o ⊆ V i ∈X, expected utilities are calculated straightforwardly.I nt he most complicated case, the required distribution is obtained as When V o ⊆ /V i ∈X, the elements p of E(P), the potential universal instances, do not necessarily agree on π V o (p). The strongest inference that can be made is that
∪ V i ,w here X is the structure for P,t hen π V o (p) ∈π V o (E(P)), for anyp∈E(P). It is not guaranteed, for arbitrary p∈E(P), that π V o (p) is contained in anys maller sets that can be constructed by means of the algebra, for example, π V o (E(π Y (p′))), for Y >X and p′∈E(P). When the required distribution is known only to the extent that it is a member of some (non-unit) set K, criteria for decision making with partial information may be applied to identify admissible actions [36] . Forany ofthese criteria, the smaller Kis, the more likely it is that a single optimal action will emerge. Let e p (a) denote the expected utility of action a relative todistribution p:
Suppose it is known only that p∈K. The set of expected utilities for a as p ranges overK is U K (a) = {e p (a) | p∈K}. When K is convex,U K (a) is an interval. Further,when K is the solution set of a system of linear equations or inequalities, for example, π V o (E(P)), the endpoints may be computed by linear programming.
One criterion for decision making with such information orders actions as a i >a j iffmin U K (a i )>max U K (a j ) and eliminates all but the maximal elements of A under this ordering as inadmissible [23] . This criterion will be applied to the problem of Example IV.1. (The same example is analyzed according to a more stringent criterion in [36] , with the same result.) Example IV.1:Suppose P is Calculating expected utility endpoints from the system of equations corresponding to π V o (E(P)) is unnecessarily expensive.Al arger set, corresponding to a system with fewer unknowns (8 vs. 128), suffices for this problem.
Theorem 19.S uppose Y≤X, the structure for P,a nd Y is a covero fV ′ ,w here V o ⊆V′⊆V=
Proof:IfE(P)=∅,then π V o (E(P))=∅.I fnot, then P=π X (p) for anyp∈ E(P), and
Corollary 20.For P and X as above,ZacoverofV′′ ⊇ V o ,and Z ≤ Y ≤ X,
If a i is uniquely maximal under '>' relative toas et K of distributions, then it is uniquely maximal relative toany K′⊆K. This fact and Corollary 20 suggest the following strategy: Starting with the structure W ={{v}|v∈V o }, the most refined structure that is a coverofsome V′⊇V o ,repeatedly aggregate W until there is a unique maximal element under '>' relative to π V o (E(π W (P))), or π V o (E(π W (P))) happens to be a unit set, or W=X, whicheverc omes first. However, ifs tructures are replaced by immediate aggregation, very little progress toward sufficient narrowing of utility intervals is likely to be made at each iteration. Also, there will usually not be a unique immediate aggregate. A reasonable alternative toasequence of immediate aggregates is:
( 
